**Base Ten Bag: Addition**

**Materials:** base ten blocks (12 tens and 12 ones), dice, paper bag

1. Work with a partner. Roll two dice. The first number rolled tells how many tens blocks you need to collect. The second number rolled tells how many ones blocks you need to collect.

2. Record the total value of the blocks before placing them into a paper bag.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2.

4. Figure out the value of the blocks in the bag. Show your work.

5. Check your work by removing the blocks from the bag. Group and count the tens and ones blocks.

6. Repeat steps 1-5 at least five times.
I think the total value of the blocks in the bag is ___ because ..... 

We started with ___ and added ___ . The blocks in the bag have a total value of ___ .